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Abstract
Designs for implanted brain-computer interfaces (BCIs) have increased significantly in recent years. Each device promises better clinical outcomes and quality-of-life improvements, yet due to severe and inflexible safety constraints, progress requires tight co-design from materials to circuits and all the way up the stack to applications and algorithms. This trend has become more aggressive over time, forcing clinicians and patients to rely on vendor-specific hardware and software for deployment, maintenance, upgrades, and replacement. This over-reliance is ethically problematic, especially if companies go out-of-business or business objectives diverge from clinical promises. Device heterogeneity additionally burdens clinicians and healthcare facilities, adding complexity and costs for in-clinic visits, monitoring, and continuous access.

Reliability, interoperability, portability, and future-proofed design is needed, but this unfortunately comes at a cost. These system features sap resources that would have otherwise been allocated to reduce power/energy and improve performance. Navigating this trade-off in a systematic way is critical to providing patients with forever access to their implants and reducing burdens placed on healthcare providers and caretakers. We study the integration of on-device storage to highlight the sensitivity of this trade-off and establish other points of interest within BCI design that require careful investigation. In the process, we revisit relevant problems in computer architecture and medical devices from the current era of hardware specialization and modern neurotechnology.

1 Introduction
Brain-computer interfaces (BCIs) read the biological activity of neurons and provide treatment through electrical stimulation, send commands to external devices, or improve our understanding of the brain and its circuitry. The most effective BCIs are surgically implanted, providing two orders of magnitude better signal quality than non-implanted approaches [2]. Implanted BCIs require the placement of microelectrodes and probes in, or on the surface of the brain. These probes can have multiple channels (i.e., sensors for neural activity), and the signals from them are digitized and processed.

Providing continuous access to neural interfaces after implantation is becoming an increasingly serious ethical concern as BCI use becomes more widespread. There have been reports of companies, both in clinical trials and after regulatory approval, abandoning patients who have had their devices implanted, due to bankruptcy and inadequate performance. Naively using these boundaries for interoperability is not enough. Providing effective treatment and better quality-of-life requires intelligent co-design of specifications across these boundaries. For example, individuals may require different channel count and sampling rate configurations based on diagnosis. This personalization at the probe-level can stress on-device compute and algorithms [16]. Channels may have to be ignored or sampling rates may need to be lowered to handle real-time processing. We argue that principled abstractions and system layers are needed to utilize these components for the best possible treatment and quality of care.

Figure 1. High level components in an implanted BCI, and natural system boundaries to explore interoperability mechanisms. Each component can have several sub-components (e.g., the compute and storage in the processor), or various features (e.g., the sampling rate of the probes), which all play a role in determining interoperability.

post-trial planning and support [4–6, 9]. These instances are alarming and have led to patients abruptly losing access to life-changing therapies and treatments. This has even led to coercive explantation procedures. Explantation is when the device and its electrodes have to be completely removed from the patient’s body, both for the patient’s safety and also to eliminate legal and financial risks for stakeholders [9].

Explantation is a consequence of poor interoperability. For FDA-approval, companies typically design an implant with a single algorithm to treat a single disease, performing tight co-design from the probes to the applications. This is because the approval process is very disease- and treatment-specific and requires adhering to strict power and safety constraints. This, plus the proprietary nature of BCI development, discourages the added cost of interoperability and other levels of flexibility. Recent work has encouraged the shift towards flexibility through on-chip reconfigurable pipelines of accelerators to support many different applications [11, 14].

Aggressive co-design, however, still requires working with different teams, levels of expertise, and intellectual property to design an implant that is safe, reliable, and correct. This has introduced natural boundaries to specify interoperability. Figure 1 shows the typical components of a BCI and its boundaries. Naively using these boundaries for interoperability is not enough. Providing effective treatment and better quality-of-life requires intelligent co-design of specifications across these boundaries. For example, individuals may require different channel count and sampling rate configurations based on diagnosis. This personalization at the probe-level can stress on-device compute and algorithms [16]. Channels may have to be ignored or sampling rates may need to be lowered to handle real-time processing. We argue that principled abstractions and system layers are needed to utilize these components for the best possible treatment and quality of care.
2 Background

In recent years, the number of simultaneously recorded neurons have increased exponentially [15]. This, coupled with better quality-of-life features like wireless transmission and recharging, has stressed the power constraints of implanted BCIs. This has led to more intricate control logic and custom chips which support on-device compute, storage, and radios to manage this growing data volume.

As devices become more complex, maintenance costs increase. These costs encompass clinical visits, infection management, lead revision, battery replacement, device repair, software monitoring, technical support, and more [3, 12, 13]. One or more of these costs range from $10,000-$100,000 and may be prohibitively expensive for researchers, companies, and healthcare providers to support many years into the future, especially as the number of patients and use cases increase.

These costs become heavier as different companies produce multiple generations of proprietary devices. The Breakthrough Devices Program by the FDA [8] and recent successes in clinical trials have expanded device heterogeneity. This creates cross-platform and compatibility issues when problems arise, e.g., when companies go out-of-business, healthcare facilities lack device support, physicians recommend updates for the patient’s evolving condition, replacements become too expensive so cheaper alternatives are used, and so on. Interoperability is becoming a necessity for BCI design to avoid putting patients through risky procedures and terminating/downgrading their treatment.

3 Processor-Probe Compatibility

One approach to add interoperability between processors and probes is through intelligently using storage, which serves as a swap space to support the data ingestion from a flexible number of probes. Storage is already being used in BCIs to store raw electrophysiology data over periods of time for querying and periodic monitoring. In principle, its smart integration could help alleviate the pressure on computation power for higher channel counts and data rates. However, doing so naively will limit configuration support. Figure 2 shows how a naive swapping approach can be used to improve interoperability between processors and probes [16]. This example shows how storage gives some flexibility but is ultimately limited by bandwidth, latency, and accelerator design. Navigating this trade-off is crucial and has significant implications in personalized treatment and care.

Conventional computer systems have embraced this tradeoff between performance and flexibility in the form of virtual memory. Historically, virtual memory was introduced as a performance tax for software portability, resource multiplexing, and ease of programmability. It leveraged memory persistence and capacity to provide these features, resembling the approach from Figure 2. The distinction with BCIs is that flexibility comes at the cost of power, which is already severely limited, and takes away resources that could otherwise improve the device’s primary function. This requires a re-envisioning of virtual memory-like principles from the perspective of power and hardware specialization. The ultimate choice of abstraction and layering for flexibility will have significant impact on patient health and quality-of-life. The overhead of interoperability must be low and requires systematic study. Luckily, many of the algorithms are known and predictable, providing abundant room for improvement compared to general-purpose approaches.

4 Previous Work

Previous work has outlined post-trial responsibilities and encouraged the availability and compatibility of replacement hardware and software [7]. Past efforts in cardiac pacemakers provide examples for how standardization and cross-compatibility between parts can be achieved [1, 10]. However, BCIs pose additional challenges. Their use cases span many different diseases, from movement disorders to epilepsy, and require strict safety measures given their nascent and proximity to the brain.

5 Next Steps

Navigating interoperability for invasive neural interfaces requires regulatory and technical guidance from all relevant stakeholders. Architects have experience balancing this performance-flexibility trade-off and should work closely with clinicians, policymakers, and patients to layout a plan for adoption and implementation. The end result will have direct impact on the quality-of-life and treatment of patients suffering from severe neurological and psychiatric disorders.
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